Editorial Foreword

The *International Review of Law (IRL)* continues to explore comparative laws, through many research studies from different legal backgrounds discussing many issues in legal writing. *IRL* is considered an international platform that contributes to enriching legal knowledge in its national or comparative scope, while exchanging experiences and practices.

The journal is committed to this vision and applies it to its editorial decisions, which makes it an optimal choice for researchers and scholars.

For the second year in a row, *IRL* has succeeded in obtaining the accreditation standards for the Arab Citation and Impact Factor (Arcif) for 2019, which aligns with international standards.

Similar to the previous issues, this issue is distinguished by the diversity of the legal schools studied by the researchers. It includes 7 research papers, the first paper (Abderraouf Eloumi) discusses the prevention of disposal clause's penalty in civil coding. The second research paper (Ahmed Belhadj Jarad) discusses the harm of the perinatal damage caused to the newborn. The third research paper (Naeem Ali Al-Otoum) addresses the compensation for the harms resulting from personal physical injuries under Jordanian legislation.

As for the fourth research paper (Abdulkareem S. Abdulkareem), it focuses on the civil protection of an attorney’s work-products (contract drafting as a case study). Whereas the fifth research paper (Abdelnaser Zeyad Hayajneh) is a critical review of conflict of laws rules in the Qatari civil law.

This issue also includes a research paper funded by the Qatar National Research Fund, in which (Sonía Mallek) examines the implications of the Qatar blockade on family.

In addition, the seventh research paper - in French - (Amal Mamlouk), addresses the proportionality in corporate law.

The *IRL* Editorial Board thanks and appreciates all researchers for their valuable contributions, and for choosing it journal as a platform for publishing their scientific works. We also thank our peer reviewers, who were distinguished by their profound reports that are significant contributions to the legal knowledge and we hope that the featured articles will satisfy our readership.